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The American Standard Smart Washer Manual Bidet is purposefully 
designed to elevate personal hygiene and comfort in the bathroom. 
At the core of the bidet lies an innovative and intuitive side lever 
design that allows users to activate cleansing effortlessly.

It is time to discover the smarter clean – the new standard of 
personal hygiene with the Smart Washer Manual Bidet.

Feminine cleansing
Rotate backward
20-45 degrees

Posterior cleansing 
Rotate forward
20-45 degrees

Nozzle cleaning 
Rotate backward 

0-20 degrees

Nozzle cleaning
Rotate forward 
0-20 degrees

Default position

Intuitive operation

Discover the
smarter clean

Smart Washer M-bidet
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Features & technologies

Dual 
Nozzles

Nozzle 
Shutter

Equipped with dedicated front 
and rear cleansing nozzles.

Offers a strong, direct spray for 
a thorough cleanse.

Posterior 
Cleansing

Feminine Air Bubble
Soft Cleansing
A gentle flow of warm aerated 
water provides a soothing shower 
that is gentle enough for a woman’s 
delicate areas.

Antibacterial coating on nozzle tips 
coated inhibits bacteria build up on 
nozzle tips and cross-contaminating 
water flow to user.

Nozzle tips are rinsed with water 
before and after every use.

A nozzle shutter prevents waste 
materials from being getting to  
the nozzle tips, thus ensuring 
better hygiene.

Antibacterial 
Nozzles Tips

Self-cleaning 
Nozzles

The Smart Washer M-bidet is compatible with most of your favorite toilets such as: 

Special 

Prom
otion

For a complete cleansing and 
cleaning bathroom solution, 
pair Smart Washer M-bidet 
with DuoStixTM Hygiene Spray. 

Smart Washer M-bidet DuoStixTM Hygiene Spray

View Best Match Chart or browse Spalet products here: https://www.americanstandard.com.sg/bathrooms/spalets-category 

Acacia Supasleek 
Back-to-Wall Toilet

Winston II 
Close-Coupled Toilet

Neo Modern 
One-Piece Toilet

Loven  
One-piece Concealed

Better personal hygiene
Dedicated front and rear cleansing nozzles ensure added 
hygiene with antibacterial nozzle tips and nozzle shutter 
for an added peace of mind

Intuitive operation
Simply rotate the control lever for a comfortable and 
convenient cleansing


